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Abstract—The hardware Trojan (HT) has become a major threat for the integrated circuit (IC) industry and supply chain, and has motivated numerous developments of Trojan detection schemes. Although the side-channel method is the most promising one, nearly all of the side-channel methods require fabricated golden chips, which are very difficult to obtain in reality. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy for HT detection using electromagnetic side-channel-based spectrum modeling and analyzing. We utilize the design data at early stage of the IC lifecycle, and the generated spectrum can serve as the golden reference, and thus we do not need the fabricated golden chips anymore. Another very important feature is that our method is immune to the process variation theoretically. Experimental results on selected Advanced Encryption Standard benchmark circuits on FPGA show that our proposed method can effectively detect Trojans even with very small traces.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic side channel, hardware security, hardware Trojan detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH an ever growing need for cost reduction, globalization of the integrated circuit (IC) industry, and supply chain, authenticity and security of the ICs are exposed to several threats. Hardware Trojans (HTs) are malicious hardware modifications to ASICs, commercial-off-the-shelf parts, microprocessors, microcontrollers, network processors, digital-signal processors, or IoTs [1]–[3]. HTs have emerged as a major security concern for ICs, which are employed in security-related situations, e.g., military, health care, aviation, communications, power management, and general critical infrastructures. HTs can be classified into analog and digital categories based on the trigger conditions [4]. Most of the Trojans can be digitally triggered and can be further divided into combinational and sequential types (see Fig. 1). Typically, sequential Trojans are usually related to main clocks or finite state machines (FSMs) of the original circuit.

To solve the problems introduced by HTs, HT detection approaches have been proposed at different stages of the whole IC lifecycle: 1) design-phase [5]–[8]; 2) test-phase; and 3) run-phase [9]–[12]. The majority of existing methods occur at test-phase, where I/O and side-channel parameters are utilized to find something abnormal. While various HT detection approaches have been explored by many researchers, statistical side-channel analyzing has been among the most heavily investigated ones. Starting with a global power consumption-based method presented in [13] and a path delay-based method introduced in [14], comparing different side-channel parameters of ICs to statistically assess whether an IC is maliciously modified by HTs has become a popular direction. Hardware security researchers have further developed similar ideas by using different kinds of side-channel measurements, including power supply transient signals [15], leakage currents [16], time-window-based supply currents [17], [18], temperature [19], light [20], electromagnetic (EM) radiation [21], [22], as well as multiparameter combinations [23], [24]. A Trojan detection method for FPGA based on a combined approach of logic-testing and side-channel analysis is proposed in [25]. In addition, there are researchers trying to strengthen the side-channel analysis through a novel statistical test generation method [26].

However, most side-channel methods rely heavily on the existence of a trusted golden chip or other profiles alike, such as golden layout. The absence of a reliable fabricated golden chip or golden layout makes practical applications of side-channel detection approaches unfeasible. The design flow of IC begins with specifications, and then designers or vendors start coding at behavior level, using VHDL or Verilog. After codes are developed and verified through simulation, synthesis tools are utilized to convert RTL codes into gate level netlist. With outsourced third-party services, such as place & route and
fabrication, the netlist is mapped and fabricated, but the layouts and fabricated chips are untrusted. Note that there exist other untrusted sources, like third-party intellectual property cores.

In this paper, we propose a novel HT detection method through golden chip-free EM spectrum modeling and side-channel statistical analyzing. For the modeling process, an RTL design is used to generate the circuit’s EM radiation. Unlike power side channel, which can be obtained from practicable softwares like PrimeTime [27], there is no such existing tool for EM side channel simulation. Especially, due to the influence of noises and variations, it will be very difficult to restore EM traces compared with actual testing results. Moreover, the traces will vary even if the position of the probe changes slightly under the same conditions. Therefore, we transform the traces from time domain to frequency domain and focus on the spectral profile of EM radiation. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such work before trying to establish EM radiation targeting FPGA implementation by taking its fan-out numbers of registers and look up tables (LUTs) into account and using the generated EM trace for HT detection. The contributions are listed as follows.

1) Simulation data from RTL are used to generate the EM spectra and the magnitude of each frequency spot. The actual executions of the circuit are taken into consideration targeting FPGA implementation. There is no need for a fabricated golden chip or a trusted layout.

2) Chirp Z-transform (CZT) and Euclidean distance algorithm are utilized to help distinguish the simulated EM spectrum from the extracted EM spectra in actual tests.

3) The proposed modeling approach is validated through FPGA experiment, and the experimental results show that Trojans can be identified with very small traces.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief review of HTs, HT detection methods, and the comparison among different side-channel parameters. Section III gives a detailed description of the golden chip-free EM spectrum modeling methodology. In Section IV, the statistical data analyzing is introduced. In Section V, we validate the proposed model with actual testing data, and carry out a series of experiments on FPGAs. We have some discussions about the model and the experiments in this paper in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Attack Model

HTs are modifications to original circuits and can generally fulfill preset functions under certain trigger conditions. Due to their stealthy characteristic, HTs are hard to get activated during functionality test and normal verification process. We assume that the design data at the RTL level are trusted, or if the design data are not trusted, the trusted circuit’s functional simulation data are available, either without Trojans or with Trojans dormant. We primarily focus on digital circuits, because these circuits have certain clock signals, and the inner logic changes are key for generating the EM trace. As for the Trojans, we focus on the HT detection of sequential Trojans, because our method achieves the best results due to the Trojans’ relations with the original circuit’s clock and inner logic values.

B. Side-Channel HT Detection Methods

Nearly all side-channel-based HT detection methods require a trusted golden chip or a layout. Insuring a golden chip requires destructive reverse engineering of a chip [28]. Agrawal et al. [13] require a destructively IC fingerprint validation step to build a power fingerprint. In [14], after a path delay fingerprint has been collected, chips are examined under reverse-engineering to ensure they are the original ones. In [15], although they do not need a golden chip, a Trojan-free layout is required to serve as the trusted model. In [16], a golden model is derived from the Trojan-free layout of a chip. However, this approach is difficult to implement in practice because it is not known which chip is Trojan-free. In [17], although the TeSR method avoids the need for a golden chip, it requires a well understanding of the Trojan activation time and improvements are made in [18]. In [19], power and temperature statistics are computed using power profiles from Trojan-free layouts. In [20], a trusted layout of the chip is needed to generate emission images. The power-based side-channel analysis is cracked by a power-gated Trojan proposed in [29]. In [21] and [22], the detection of HT is successful, because they have a predefined genuine design or a golden circuit. Recently, a method without “golden model” is presented in [30], and measurements and trusted simulation models are combined together to get the trusted region. However, the requirement of precise model of the process variation makes the technique difficult. The method in [31] can be used as a golden chip free Trojan detection technique, but it has some problems when all the ICs contain the same Trojans. Meanwhile, for the postsilicon security, an on-chip classifier-based architecture for evaluating trustworthy of postdeployment is proposed in [32].

Furthermore, process variation, environment noise, and measurement noise all will cause some misalignment, and some papers have proposed strategies to tackle this problem. In [33], the intrinsic relationship between transient current $I_DDT$ and quiescent current $I_DDDO$ of different test vectors is exploited to eliminate the effects of the process variation. A new approach that minimizes the effect of process variation on delay via calibration using test structures is proposed in [34].

C. HTs and EM Radiation

EM radiation arises as a consequence of current flows within control, I/O, data processing, or other parts inside the chip. The currents have a correlation with logical changes performed inside the chip. Once the design is finished, the function is set, no matter what the layout or packaging of the chip will be. Each current carrying component of the circuit not only produces its radiation based on physical and electrical characteristics but also affects the radiation from other components due to coupling and circuit structure [35]. In FPGAs and CMOS devices, current only flows when there are changes in logic states, ideally. In addition, each
square-wave shaped clock edge triggers a short sequence of state changing events and corresponding currents in the data processing units. The clock will play a majority role in EM radiation, because the crystal oscillator keeps receiving and giving out currents in order to drive the whole circuit running. In addition, this has no relation with the layout or packaging of the chip. Thus, the radiation carries information about the currents and hence the events and relevant states of the interdevice. In practice, FPGAs and CMOS devices are not ideal. There exist very small leakage currents in static parts of the circuit as well, and these currents are usually relevant with the structure of these static parts. In addition, these leakage currents carry plenty useful information. Clearly, HTs are modifications to original circuits and the sequential Trojans have strong relations with clock signals, FSMs, or state nodes in the original circuits, thus will generating strong EM radiation. The HTs will influence the current flows within the ICs, and thus they will certainly affect the EM radiation of the ICs. Besides, the structural changes in the ICs, which are introduced by HTs, will cause the variations in leakage currents, which will also alter the EM radiation.

**D. EM Versus Timing/Power**

Agrawal et al. [13] utilized power signals as side-channel parameter and analyzed the effectiveness of their fingerprinting methodology for detecting Trojans using simulation methods. Following this direction, other side-channel parameters, such as temperature, timing, light, and EM profiles, are proposed. Among all these side-channel parameters, EM side channel is the most promising one. Timing-based HT detection methods usually need to use I/O ports and well-designed vectors. However, many carefully designed HTs do not influence the delay of ICs and may not be activated by traditional vectors. Power-based HT detection methods can only get a single aggregated view of the intercurrents, and power measurement usually needs a dedicated power port or a kernel power supply cable. Furthermore, when a large amount of chips are involved for trust evaluation, the noncontact EM-based approach can make the detection much faster and more efficient. Overall, EM side channel has many advantages over other side channels as follows.

1) **Noncontact Detection:** In actual EM measurement, a set of magnetic near-field probe is used to acquire the radiation. The probe is placed close right above the chip. Noncontact detection can be carried out which will be very convenient in real applications.

2) **Location Awareness:** The near-field probe can be attached to a stepper mechanism which can be controlled manually or by software via a computer. The stepper allows to step over the chip, and the accuracy of the stepper can be adjusted according to the need. One, therefore, can obtain the location-aware EM radiation.

3) **Rich in Information:** Since each active component of the circuit produces and induces various types of radiations, these radiations provide multiple views of events unfolding within the device. Different from power or timing side channels which are too vague to represent the whole characteristics of a large circuit design, the EM side channel is more powerful in detecting additional, often malicious, logic.

**III. GOLDEN-CHIP FREE EM SPECTRUM MODELING METHODOLOGY**

In this section, we discuss the overall framework, algorithms, and steps included in the modeling methodology. Concerning the simulation of an IC’s EM side channel, a few papers have put forward some ideas using Hamming Distance, Hamming Weight, or improved Hamming Distance model. Li et al. [36] introduce a Verilog@SPICE cosimulation method. A signed distance model is proposed in [37], in which they assume that charging (respectively, discharging) the capacitance involves a leakage of +1 (respectively, −1). From [38], different simulation methodologies in multiple levels are presented. Four models are proposed in [39], which includes: Hamming weight, Hamming distance, Hamming distance zero to one, and Hamming distance one to zero. In [40], a methodology is proposed which exports the timing back-annotated postlayout netlist and simulates it with a digital simulator.

Considering a large-scale digital IC which usually consists of tens of thousands of gates, simulation methodology like solving Maxwell equations is clearly unfeasible, since it is too complicated to deal with and it will take quite a long time. To solve this problem, we put forward a method to quickly acquire EM traces of an FPGA by calculating its signal transitions and fan-outs. While there are already some literature giving similar solutions [40], they do not give detailed steps considering the FPGA implementation. In fact, one of the contributions is an algorithm targeting FPGA implementation by taking basic elements, such as LUTs and registers into consideration. Using this methodology, the simulated traces can be quickly obtained by using ISE and ModelSim software. The simulation methodology neglects some other factors that may influence the EM radiation like the chip capitulation. The aim is modeling major part of the trace, which is caused by signal transitions. There exist some differences between the simulated trace and the real traces, and we can deal with this problem by turning traces from time domain into frequency domain and comparing particular frequency spots. Setting an appropriate threshold during traces comparison is also helpful against this mismatch, which will be specifically introduced in Section V.

The proposed model is designed for matching with actual test data. There are many other contributors for generating EM radiation, such as voltage level, but inside the circuit, it is the current that matters. The main contributors for electric current will be data transitions and driving capabilities. The initial and final states of the $i$th register/LUT are denoted as $A_i$ and $B_i$, respectively, and $t$ represents the moment of the transition. The transitions of all registers/LUTs in the circuit under test can be modeled as

$$D(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (A_i \oplus B_i)$$

where $\oplus$ denotes the exclusive OR operation.
Particularly once applying this methodology using FPGAs, LUTs should be taken into consideration. The reason is that LUTs are also basic logic components like registers. Then, a tcl script, denoted as \( T_{\text{C Lscr}} \), is utilized to calculate registers, LUTs, and driving capabilities. If the fan-out number of the \( i \)-th register or LUT can be denoted as \( F_i \), then the simulated EM side-channel trace can be modeled as

\[
D(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i \times (A_i \oplus B_i). \tag{2}
\]

All results from (2) are added up along the time axis to get the simulated trace in time domain with every fan-out number as their weights. Also if the stimuli change, the simulated traces vary accordingly. Taking Xilinx FPGA as an example, the simulated trace in time domain is obtained through Algorithm 1.

Considering that if the original circuit is contaminated by HTs, not only states of the registers and LUTs, but also the fan-out numbers will be altered. Thus, its EM side-channel radiation will be different from the simulated one. Since the Trojan is driven by the clock signal or its division, this increases the total number of registers, hence leads to the alterations of the original trace. The above-mentioned process can be formed as

\[
D(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} F_i \times (A_i \oplus B_i), \tag{3}
\]

where \( m - n \) is the number of registers introduced by the HTs.

HTs have connections with the original circuit, and they change the fan-out numbers of some registers/LUTs, which will change the value of \( F_i \) in (3). In addition, the inserted HTs can alter the internal nodes of the original circuit, which leads to the alterations of the values, including initial states, final states, or both. Specifically, it can change the values of \( A_i \) and \( B_i \) in (3).

The principal basis of the golden chip-free EM spectrum-based HT detection methodology is to find the differences between the simulated trace and the chip’s actual traces from experiments. However, due to the influence of process noise, measurement noise, and environmental noise, even those chips without HTs behave slightly differently considering EM side channel. Furthermore, with shrinking feature size of the ICs, process variation’s influence keeps increasing on the circuit’s power consumption and EM radiation in time domain. For instance, at certain points, the actual side-channel values from experiments will be higher or lower than the simulated one.

Thus in time domain, if the influence introduced by HT is masked by process variation, its detection will be severely interfered. However, in frequency domain, since the EM spectrum is highly determined by the clock signal and the FSMs, both of which are insensitive to process variation, thus after Fourier transformation, the influence of process variation on EM side channel can be omitted.

Since the operating frequency of the circuit has a great impact on its EM side-channel leakage, it can reveal more information of the circuit in frequency domain. Consequently, this simulated trace is converted from time domain to frequency domain using fast Fourier transform (FFT) upon which the golden chip-free EM spectrum-based HT detection methodology is built. Because of these advantages of detecting Trojans in frequency domain discussed above, the similarities and differences of the frequency spectra between the real traces from experiments and the golden trace from simulation are used to detect Trojans. To process variations and measurement noises, the actual EM side-channel radiation of a chip \( E(t) \) is composed of \( E_{\text{ori}}, E_{\text{pv}}, \) and \( E_n \), which are EM leakage of the original circuit, EM leakage due to process variations, and EM leakage due to measurement noises, respectively. If an HT is inserted into the original circuit, there will be an additional element \( E_T \), which is the HT’s EM side-channel information. The EM trace of a Trojan-infected chip is formulated as

\[
E(t) = E_{\text{ori}} + E_{\text{pv}} + E_n + E_T. \tag{4}
\]

The impact of the noise can be eliminated by denoising, and then FFT can be applied on (4) to transform into frequency domain, as shown in the following:

\[
\mathcal{F}(E(t)) = \mathcal{F}(E_{\text{ori}}) + \mathcal{F}(E_{\text{pv}}) + \mathcal{F}(E_T). \tag{5}
\]

Process variation is not supposed to change frequency spot distribution of the EM side-channel spectrum, and differences caused by process variation in the magnitude of each spots are very small compared with the original value. So (5) can be further simplified as

\[
\mathcal{F}(E(t)) = \mathcal{F}(E_{\text{ori}}) + \mathcal{F}(E_T). \tag{6}
\]

Theoretically, if FFT is applied on the simulated trace to get \( F(D(t)) \), it will well correlate with \( F(E_{\text{ori}}) \), and they will have many identical frequency spots, as shown in

\[
\mathcal{F}(E(t)) = \mathcal{F}(E_{\text{ori}}) + \mathcal{F}(E_T) \cong \mathcal{F}(D(t)) + \mathcal{F}(E_T). \tag{7}
\]

The signal in time domain is \( D(t) \), and its corresponding expression in frequency domain is \( S(\omega) \), then according to Fourier transform, we have

\[
S(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} D(t)e^{-j\omega t} \, dt \tag{8}
\]

where \( \omega \) is its corresponding frequency.
The detailed composition of $\mathcal{F}(E_{\text{ori}})$ signal captured by the probe includes main clock and its harmonics, whose frequency can be denoted as $g_1, g_2, g_3 \ldots g_e$, respectively, some periodic signals generated by the circuits, whose frequency can be denoted as $f_1, f_2, f_3 \ldots f_f$, respectively, and other unintended signals, denoted as $O_1, O_2, O_3 \ldots O_o$, respectively. Assuming a sequential HT with signal transition frequency $T_1$ is inserted into the circuit, under the same circumstances and after FFT, the EM signal captured by the probe can be formulated as

$$\mathcal{F}(E(t)) = \sum_{i=1}^{f} A_{ij} S(jf_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{g} A_{2ij} S(jg_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{o} A_{3ij} S(jO_i) + A_4 S(jT_1)$$

(9)

where $A_{ij}, A_{2ij}, A_{3ij}$, and $A_4$ denote the magnitude of each frequency components, respectively.

Then, Trojan can be detected by checking the distribution of spectrum spots in the acquired EM traces. Without loss of generality, if we assume the signal transition frequency introduced by the HT is $T_2$, which coincides with a frequency spot of the original circuit (such as the clock signal, which is to say $T_2 = g_1$), then we can determine whether an HT has been inserted into the chip by comparing the magnitude of frequency spot $g_1$. If $T_2$ does not coincide with clock signal (which is to say $T_2 \neq g_1$), we can assume the influence of the HT as an increase of the frequency spot which coincides with one of those periodic signals. Also by analyzing the aforementioned formulated, we can judge whether an HT has been inserted into the circuit by the comparison of the magnitudes at the frequency spots. During the comparison process, FFT can be performed to transform the simulated trace to frequency domain to reveal more information concerning the frequency spots and their corresponding magnitudes.

IV. EM SIDE-CHANNEL SPECTRAL ANALYSIS AND HARDWARE TROJAN DETECTION

According to the discussions in Section III, the key idea of detecting HTs is to find the differences between the simulated spectrum and actual spectra. There are three main steps to the spectral analysis and comparison process: 1) denoising the actual data; 2) zooming the spectra; and 3) comparing the two spectra.

A. Denoising

In the process of signal processing, the data measured are exposed to all kinds of noises, so denoising process is needed to optimize the data. Also variations are expected to affect spectral width of harmonics. When measuring traces through experiments, the traces are averaged using the oscilloscope to eliminate most of the random noise. After the data are stored, further denoising is performed to reduce noise and rise signal-to-noise ratio. There are two denoising methods, a traditional filtering method and a wavelet denoising method. Wavelet transform has been proved a useful tool for signal analysis and is widely used in signal processing (e.g., denoising application). The main purpose of the denoising process is to achieve both noise reduction and data feature preservation, such as transients and abrupt changes. In this context, wavelet-based methods are of particular interest. Continuous wavelet transform is denoted as

$$CWT(a, \tau) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}} \int E(t) \cdot \psi^* \left( \frac{t - \tau}{a} \right) dt$$

(10)

where $E(t)$ is the signal to be analyzed (with a certain delay $\tau$), $\psi(t)$ is the mother wavelet or the basis function, and $a$ is a scale factor [41].

Discrete wavelet transform is a sampled version of wavelet transform. More specifically, discrete wavelet transform is computed by low-pass and high-pass filtering of the discrete time-domain signal. The signal is denoted as $E[n]$, where $n$ is an integer. At each level, high-pass filter produces detail coefficients $d[n]$, while low-pass filter produces coarse approximations $a[n]$. Let $W$ denote a left invertible wavelet transformation matrix of the discrete wavelet transform and taking (4) into consideration, we have

$$[a_e, d_e] = WE = W(E_{\text{ori}} + E_{pv} + E_n + E_T)$$

$$= W E_{\text{ori}} + W E_{pv} + W E_n + W E_T$$

(11)

where $E = [E_1, E_2, \ldots E_n]$, $d_e$ denotes the coarse approximation, and $d_e$ is the detail coefficients.

During a short enough window period, noise signals tend to have much more changes than other signals, so detail coefficients $d_e$ are largely composed of detail coefficients of noise in wavelet transformation domain. After removing these detail coefficients, the desired signals can be retrieved by inverse wavelet transform without much loss of other useful signals. It is a fact that resonances or coupling will cause some differences among different implementations, but they only exist in low energy domain and high frequency bands. The denoising process should also eliminate some of these useless contributions.

B. Zooming Spectra

A very high frequency resolution is needed for comparing the frequency spots and their corresponding magnitudes after FFT. Frequency estimation algorithm CZT samples along spiral arcs in the $Z$-plane, corresponding to straight lines in the $S$-plane [42]. The CZT is a signal processing technique used to analyze a portion of a spectrum at high resolution.

Specifically, CZT calculates the Z transform at a finite number of points $z_k$ along a logarithmic spiral contour, defined as

$$z_k = A \cdot W^{-k}, \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots M - 1$$

(12)

where $A$ is the complex starting point, $W$ is the complex ratio between points, and $M$ is the number of points to calculate. Regions of interest are first selected out for CZT, and the resulting spectrum will have a much smaller resolution bandwidth, compared with the FFT of nontransformed data.

C. Comparing Spectra

Euclidean distance is a measure of the distance between two points in Euclidean space, and is very suitable for distinguishing experimental data from the simulated EM signal, especially
with the same frequency axes in both spectra. In addition, Euclidean distance is a comparatively simple and very useful method for detecting anomalies and has a high sensitivity even to small variations. Euclidean distance between points \( p_1 \) and \( q_1 \) is the length of the line segment connecting them \( \sqrt{d_{p_1 q_1}} \). If \( p \) and \( q \) are two \( n \)-dimensional matrices, the Euclidean distance is shown in

\[
d(p, q) = \sqrt{(p_1 - q_1)^2 + \cdots + (p_n - q_n)^2}. \tag{13}
\]

Considering the fact that only one simulated trace from the golden chip-free model is available under one set of stimuli, there will be many actual traces of the Trojan-affected chip from experiment under the same stimuli. In order to eliminate the influence between different sets of actual data, we calculate the averaged Euclidean distance to meet the HT detection requirement.

V. EXPERIMENTATION

In this section, we will validate the spectrum modeling methodology and discuss the results.

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. FPGA platform is a SAKURA-G FPGA board [43] specifically designed for research and development on hardware security. Two Spartan-6 FPGAs are integrated on the board and serve as the controller circuit (Device: XC6SLX9-2CSG225C) and main security circuit (Device: XC6SLX75-2CSG484C), respectively. Both FPGAs are internally connected to each other. The controller FPGA provides the digital stimuli for the main FPGA and controls its operating conditions. The main FPGA is in charge of conducting out operations and will not be affected by other parts on the board. When configuring the Xilinx FPGA, PlanAhead [44] software is used to restrict the circuit into certain areas of the FPGA. So the EM radiation of the circuit will be more concentrated. A set of near field probe RF2 from LANGER [45] is utilized, and the probe is fixed on an \( X-Y-Z \) positioning system. The loop of the probe is placed right above the surface of the main FPGA to measure EM radiation. Because circuits are restricted into a certain area of the FPGA, the probe RF-R 50-1 is enough to measure the whole radiation of the circuit. Before formal tests, adjustments are made till the amplitude of the waveform in oscilloscope gets the maximum value. Then, this specific position of the probe during the whole experiments should be fixed. It is a fact that positioning variations of the probe will cause some differences in measured traces, however, in frequency domain, it will not have much influence on spectrum spots distribution but only have little influence on the energy of each spots. After acquiring EM signals by the probe, signals are amplified using a preamplifier PA303 up to 30-dB magnification. Then, the signals are captured by a Tektronix MSO4054 oscilloscope, and transferred to the control computer for further analysis.

The circuit benchmark is Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [46], and it is an implementation of 128-bit version of the AES block cipher. However, our method is not limited to detecting HTs in cryptographic circuits. The input operands, namely, 128-bit plain text and 128-bit secret key, are provided from the Trust-HUB online repository [47], along with the original Trojan-free circuit which is the golden circuit implementation in this paper. There has been a detailed research on the benchmarks [48].

B. Process Variation Evaluation

One of the key features of the proposed method is that the EM traces are insensitive to process variations, also known as manufacturing variations. Before model verification and Trojan detection, the evaluation of process variations will be performed first. Monte Carlo simulations are used to evaluate process variation’s influence on the frequency spectra. The Spartan-6 FPGA on SAKURA-G board is fabricated using a 45-nm technology, so we utilize the Monte Carlo model of a TSMC 45-nm library provided by foundry to perform the simulation.

The circuit is evaluated under the worst operating conditions defined by the library; 1000 samples are simulated and traces are transformed to frequency domain for analysis. Among all collected traces, 20 simulated Monte Carlo traces of a substitution box (S-box) in frequency domain are randomly selected and plotted in Fig. 3. Because the S-box runs at
1-MHz frequency, so we choose 100 kHz to 10 MHz as our frequency domain, and each trace in Fig. 3 represents one Monte Carlo simulation. Histogram distribution of the frequency spectra shows that process variation does not change the frequency spots of the spectra. Analysis results of the magnitude on each spot show that process variation can only vary the magnitude within 4.68%, and more than 95% traces’ differences in magnitude fall in 1.67% range. This kind of influence can be further optimized through the signal processing process, and can be omitted during our EM-based Trojan detection process.

C. Model Verification

The spectrum modeling methodology is verified by conducting experiments on FPGA using an S-box from AES and AES itself. The S-box is a matrix used in AES cipher, and serves as an LUT in the encryption process. Because there are plenty of sequential operations, such as matrix rotating and XORing, S-box is very suitable for validation of the methodology. The S-box runs at 1-MHz frequency, and the AES runs at 5-MHz frequency. Also, the same stimuli are applied for both simulation and FPGA testing.

The simulation and actual traces of S-box in time domain are shown together in Fig. 4, and the simulated trace matches well with actual traces. The model is a success even in time domain for simple sequential circuits. The simulation and actual traces of AES in time domain are shown together in Fig. 5, and again the traces match with each other very well. Because AES runs at 5 MHz, the frequency range 500 kHz to 50 MHz is selected as the frequency of interest, and CZT is applied to transform both traces obtained from simulation and AES experiments to frequency domain. The traces in frequency domain are shown in Fig. 6. There is a very good match in low frequency band (from 500 kHz to 25 MHz), however, in high band (from 25 to 50 MHz), the model seems to have a few mismatches. We consider that it is the 48-MHz oscillator that affects the traces. In the spectrum modeling methodology, we only take the clock signal that actually drives the circuit into consideration. This is an unquestioned fact that when carrying out experiments using FPGA, the EM traces will be heavily influenced by the on board external 48-MHz crystal oscillator. Therefore, the 48-MHz on board oscillator indeed causes a few tiny mismatches. The influence introduced by the external oscillator should be the same, because the influence is the same in all experiments under the same conditions. Also, the inconsistency of the probe affects the traces measured. More specifically, amplification constant of the probe is not linear. When frequency increases, response of the probe goes higher and becomes more sensitive to the EM radiation, so there exist some mismatches between the spectra. The discordance of the probe should be taken into consideration in the future. On the whole, the simulated trace matches well with the actual traces in the frequency domain, except for a few spots.

While the presence of noise and process variation cannot be completely eliminated, we apply the Euclidean distance evaluation process to get a reference threshold, and use this threshold to show the variances of the experiment environment. If any result exceeds this threshold, then it must not be caused by environment noises (or process variations) but by HTs in the circuits.

D. Trojan Detection

To best determine how the proposed method performs in detecting Trojans, AES benchmarks are chosen from the TrustHUB Trojan repository and there are total 21 Trojans for the AES design; 18 of these Trojans perform some sort of data-leak to compromise the integrity of the circuit. The other three Trojans (AES-T500, AES-T1800, and AES-T1900) directly attack the battery life of a power source attached to
the host circuit. Besides, most of the Trojans have strong relations with clock signals of the original circuit, such as leak key covertly over many clock cycles, leak key after detecting specific sequence, or leak key after a certain number of encryptions. So we only concentrate on the 18 sequential Trojan circuits that leak the key. According to the study in [48], some of the Trojans are removed during the process of synthesizing, so we can exclude AES-T300, AES-T600, AES-T1300, AES-T1400, AES-T1500, AES-T2000, and AES-T2100. The benchmarks in the experiment will be AES-T100, AES-T200, AES-T400, AES-T700, AES-T800, AES-T900, AES-T1000, AES-T1100, AES-T1200, AES-T1600, and AES-T1700 circuits, all of which survive the synthesizing process. Also, these benchmarks all have some relations with the clock signal of the circuit. In the experiment, the Trojans are preset activated so that we can validate the proposed method better. If the Trojan remains silent, we may still be able to detect the Trojans, because their trigger parts will have influence on the EM radiation, but that requires a very high detection resolution.

The benchmarks are configured in FPGA, and the number of registers and LUTs is obtained from the implementation utilization report. For the purpose of checking the influence of HTs on circuits, the changes of total area are calculated. All data are shown in Table I. The Golden Circuit AES consumes 679 registers and 3137 LUTs. AES-T700, AES-T900, AES-T1000, and AES-T1200 consume less, and the rest seven benchmarks consume more. In fact, registers and LUTs in FPGA may not be fully utilized, and the numbers can differ according to various functions.

The real measurement traces of AES-T400 are shown in Fig. 7. All other traces are similar and we cannot find any difference between these traces. As we have mentioned in Section III, the influence of the external oscillator exists, and we cannot completely eliminate the noises and variations, so the Euclidean distances between the traces obtained from the same circuits running on the same stimuli under the same situations are calculated. This averaged Euclidean distance is used to represent the environment conditions of noise and variations. In the experiment, we calculated the reference Euclidean distance for the original AES circuit, and the result is shown in the first row in Table I. During the experimentation, any Euclidean distance that exceeds this reference threshold indicates the existence of HTs. In order to repeat the experiments by other researchers, they should also figure out the level of the influence of noise and variations, because the environment has changed. Even if we measure the same circuits several times, the Euclidean distance calculated will be different, and this is due to the noises and variations, which actually happen in real experiments. The calculated reference Euclidean distances for 100 traces are shown in Fig. 8. The “threshold” is between 108.8 and 110.2, with a margin of 1.4, and this margin is precise enough for indicating the environment conditions and Trojan detection. With the efficient denoising and spectra zooming process, the Euclidean distance should reflect any Trojan introduced differences even with the noise and variations. So when we get the Euclidean distance between the traces obtained from the same circuits running on the same stimuli for many times, we can then give out a threshold to guide the real experiments detecting Trojans. Any Euclidean distances that are larger than the threshold Euclidean distance will consider reflecting the existence of Trojans.

Total 100 traces are collected from real experiments for each benchmark and the averaged Euclidean distances are calculated. The results are shown in the last column in Table I. The first element is the reference threshold. We can see from Table I that all the Euclidean distance results exceed the reference threshold, meaning that all Trojan circuits are successfully detected. In particular, the AES-T800 benchmark has the minimum difference compared with the reference threshold, and the margin is 62.2. The AES-T800 consumes 21 more registers and 35 fewer LUTs compared with the AES benchmark, and overall the AES-T800 consumes 130 more gates than the AES circuit. Considering that the reference threshold is between 108.8 and 110.2, the developed EM-based Trojan detection method can provide a high accuracy in detecting more challenging Trojans including those with very small fingerprints.

VI. DISCUSSION

At this stage of this paper, we introduced and experimentally validated a novel method to detect HTs. There exist many solutions that employ side-channel leakages for Trojan detection.
detection, yet most of them demand some sort of golden circuit for comparison. Eliminating the need of this requirement is thus a promising research avenue, which this paper investigates. We focus on the digital circuit carrying sequential Trojans downloaded from open resources. That is, our method achieves the best experimental results on sequential Trojans in digital circuits.

In this paper, we present the Trojans activated to monitor the extra EM radiation caused by Trojans. However in real applications, we may need to continuously monitor the chip’s EM signals, and once the Trojan gets activated, we are able to detect them. As for the Trojan activation, there are plenty of studies that focus on how to activate the Trojans quickly and effectively. Salmani et al. [49] proposed a dummy scan flip-flop insertion procedure to decrease transition generation time to detect the existence of HTs in the circuit-under-test. We will carry out experiments on ASIC designs in the future. We should explore compensation methods at the model constructing phase for the FPGA experiments. Simultaneously, we need to seek for a better partitioning algorithm for data processing. Currently, we are able to detect the existence of HTs in the circuit-under-test. We will investigate into multiple Trojans injected design to evaluate whether our proposed method is able to distinguish different Trojans. Different Trojans should have different components in the EM radiation and the EM data should be further analyzed to derive distinct Trojan features. In addition, we plan to carry out experiments on ASIC designs in the future.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an HT detection methodology using EM side-channel-based spectrum modeling and side-channel data analyzing. We demonstrate that the simulated EM spectrum can be used as a golden reference for HT detection, and the experimental results show that the proposed method can distinguish even very small Trojans.

While our methodology is a success, some work will need to be done in the future. We should explore compensation methods at the model constructing phase for the FPGA experiments. Simultaneously, we need to seek for a better partitioning algorithm for data processing. Currently, we are able to detect the existence of HTs in the circuit-under-test. We will investigate into multiple Trojans injected design to evaluate whether our proposed method is able to distinguish different Trojans. Different Trojans should have different components in the EM radiation and the EM data should be further analyzed to derive distinct Trojan features. In addition, we plan to carry out experiments on ASIC designs in the future.
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